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ah ancient and unpleasant marriage, xne
family resemblance stirs in Rudolf a desire
to see the country of his royal kinsfolk,
which is increased by the news that a new
kirfg, Rudolf the Fifth, is to be crowned at
Streisau. On his way to Streisau Mme. An-

toinette de Mauban, who is said to be in lovo
with the Duke of Streisau. is pointed out to
him. Unable to secure accommodations in
the capital, Rudolf leaves the train at Zen-
da, a small town near the estate of the Duke.
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"111 1" echoed , Sapt, with a . scornful.
laueh. 'They know his illness tooWwjy welk He's been ill' before I" ;

asleep; but Sapt without anotner
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me the . etiquette of the Ruritanian

court, .promising to be constantly at
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hints with .what degree of favor to
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fore I go myself, so help me Heaven I

Sit in that chair, man."
I obeyed him.
He darted from the room, calling,

"Josef! Josef 1" In three minutes he
was backhand Josef with him. The
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